Love & Happiness Sneak Peek Criss-Cross Fun Fold Card
Link to the Original Project Blog Post:
https://wp.me/p5snyt-ln4
Card Stock Cuts for this Project:
Blushing Bride Cardstock: 4 1/4" x 11" card
base, scored and folded at 5 1/2" - then cut
on the diagonal as shown in the template)
Real Red Cardstock: 4" x 5 1/4" (x3 - mats
for card front and one inner liner panels - cut
into three total triangles - and full one for
inner liner); Bouquet of Love die cut and
embossed flower on front
So Saffron Cardstock: Bouquet of Love die
cut flowers (x3)
Granny Apple Green Cardstock: Bouquet of
Love die cut leaves (x2)
Basic White Cardstock: Bouquet of Love die
cut small heart (sentiment); 3 3/4" x 5" (cut
into two triangles - you'll only need one for
this card); 3 7/8" x 5 1/8" (inner liner);
Bouquet of Love die cut large heart
(sentiment on inner liner)
Sweet Talk DSP: 3 3/4" x 5" (2 different
designs for the card front - one triangle
from each design); 3" x 6" (envelope flap)

Instructions for this Project:
1. Score the 4 1/4" x 11" piece of Blushing Bride cardstock at 5 1/2" on the long side.
2. Use the Paper Trimmer to cut on the diagonal on one of the panels - and keep the cut off
triangle for use on the card.

3. Use the Paper Trimmer to cut a 4" x 5 1/4" piece of Real Red across the diagonal to make
two triangles.
4. Use the Paper Trimmer to cut two 3 3/4" x 5" panels of two different designs from the
Sweet Talk DSP on the diagonal to create four triangles. Two of them will be used on this
card.
5. Use Liquid Glue to adhered the two DSP triangles to two of the Real Red triangles.
6. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the Highland Heather triangle to the front triangle on the card
base.
7. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the remaining triangle to the card front - aligning the bottom and
right side - to complete the card base.
8. Use the Stampin' Cut and Emboss Machine to emboss the 3 7/8” x 5 1/8”in the Bouquet of
Love Hybrid Embossing Folder.
9. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the embossed panel on the 4” x 5 1/4” piece of Real Red
cardstock.
10. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it to the inside of the card.
11. Stamp a Love & Happiness sentiment on a piece of Basic White and use the large heart die
from the Bouquet of Love Hybrid Embossing Folder set to cut it out.
12. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it to the center of the inner liner.
13. Use the large heart again to cut a Real Red heart and then emboss it in the Bouquet of
Love Folder.
14. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it in the center of the criss-cross - being sure to cover the
embossed heart on the inner liner.

15. Stamp the small Love & Happiness sentiment in Real Red on Basic White cardstock and cut
it with the smaller heart in the Bouquet Of Love set.
16. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to adhere the small heart to the card front.
17. Use the flower dies in the Bouquet of Love Hybrid Set to cut two large and a small flower
from So Saffron cardstock and two Granny Apple Green leaves.
18. Use Liquid Glue and Stampin' Dimensionals to adhere them to the card front.
19. Add a small Iridescent Rhinestone Basic Jewel in the middle of each flower.
20. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the Basic White triangle to a Real Red triangle mat.
21. In the corner stamp a Sweet Conversations heart in Highland Heather.
22. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it to the inner liner.
23. Add an Iridescent Rhinestone on the larger heart on the inner.

24. Stamp the Sweet Conversations hearts in Highland Heather three times on the front of a
Basic White Medium Envelope.
25. Use Liquid Glue to run a thin line around the edges of the envelope flap. Lay the 3” x 6”
piece of Sweet Talk DSP over the flap and rub it lightly to ensure it’s stuck down.
26. Use your Paper Snips to cut off the excess paper.
27. DONE!
Please click on the links to the right to see and purchase the available item(s) in my Online
Store:
Blushing Bride 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [131198] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1NSN
Real Red 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [102482] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1NSO
Basic White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [159276] - Price: $9.75 - http://msb.im/1NSP
So Saffron 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [105118] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1NSQ
Granny Apple Green 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [146990] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1NSR
Highland Heather Classic Stampin' Pad [147103] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1NSS
Real Red Classic Stampin' Pad [147084] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1NST
Basic White Medium Envelopes [159236] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1NSU
Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1NSV
Stampin' Dimensionals [104430] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1NSW

Paper Trimmer [152392] - Price: $25.00 - http://msb.im/1NSX

